Align Aerospace receives Best Supplier Award from Daher
Paris - France, Los Angeles - USA, [4th April 2016] /PRNewswire
Daher (“Daher”) is a leading equipment manufacturer developing integrated industrial systems for
aerospace and advanced technologies, as well as the world’s oldest aircraft manufacturer in operation
today, having built airplanes for more than a century.
Align Aerospace Holdings Inc. ("Align Aerospace") is a wholly owned subsidiary of AVIC International and
provider of hardware components, logistics and supply chain solutions for the aerospace industry.
As part of the Daher Supplier Day held today in Paris, where about 400 people representing 200
companies attended, Daher has awarded the 2016 Best Supplier Award to Align Aerospace.
Didier Kayat, CEO of Daher, congratulates Align Aerospace for its operational and commercial
performance while implementing Direct Line Feed programs at two Daher sites, with two more sites to be
implemented this year. These programs have contributed strongly to reducing Daher’s inventories and
indirect costs, while improving operational performance.
Jérôme de Truchis, CEO of Align Aerospace, said: This award is a wonderful recognition of the work
performed by Align Aerospace teams. Align Aerospace has implemented Direct Line Feed programs which
are delivering thousands of different products to Daher sites in “just in time”. Beyond the excellent ontime and quality performance, Align Aerospace teams have demonstrated a true partnership spirit, by
constantly going the “extra mile” to successful implementation, and full customer satisfaction.
About Daher
Daher is an equipment supplier developing Integrated Industrial Systems for aerospace and for advanced
technologies.
By combining its know-how in industrial manufacturing, in product and process engineering, logistics and
transport, and in industrial services, Daher designs and develops value-added solutions for its industrial
partners, who derive the benefit from this convergence of industry and services. Daher has established
itself as a leader in 5 fields of activity: aircraft manufacturer, aerostructures and systems, integrated
logistics, nuclear services, and valves.
Daher generates a turnover of nearly one billion euros, with an order book which corresponds to more
than three years of turnover. Driven by bold innovation ever since it was founded in 1863, Daher has
established itself today as one of the major players of the 4th industrial revolution
More information about Daher can be found on the company’s website at http://www.daher.com
About Align Aerospace
Align Aerospace is a leading global distributor of aerospace fasteners and other hardware, primarily to
aerospace original equipment manufacturers (OEM's) and OEM suppliers. Align Aerospace delivers
products through kitting, Direct Line Feed programs, and Forward Stocking Location at customers sites
around the globe, from its main distribution centers in Los Angeles - USA, Paris - France, and Zhuhai –
China. The company provides sells more than 100,000 SKU's, including fasteners, machined parts,
bearings, small assemblies and other components. Align Aerospace is a wholly owned subsidiary of AVIC
International.
More information about Align Aerospace can be found on the company’s website at www.alignaero.com

